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Playing with Information 
How Political Games Encourage the Player to Cross the 
Magic Circle

The concept of the magic circle suggests that the experience of 

play is separated from reality. However, in order to interact with 

a game’s rule system, the player has to make meaningful inter-

pretations of its representations – and representations are never 

neutral. Games with political content refer in their representa-

tions explicitly to social discourses. Cues within their represen-

tational layers provoke the player to link the experience of play to 

mental concepts of reality.

 

Can games have political meanings? Most players are well aware that 

a game is not to be confused with reality, but is a discrete sphere, cut 

off from the ordinary world, governed by its own rules. Since Johan 

Huizinga (1955), this phenomenon is commonly known as the magic 

circle, a concept often taken up by ludological thinkers like Rodriguez 

(2006) or Salen and Zimmerman (2004). However, if games shall be 

meaningful, the player has to relate the playing experience to the 

subjective construction of reality. This paper proposes that games 

can offer cues within their representations in order to encourage the 

player to refer to knowledge of the real world. In doing so, these games 

incite the player to mentally move back and forth between the magic 

circle and the outside world. It is not the concern of this paper to offer 

empirical evidence about the psychological effects of video games, 

but to construct a perspective in order to be able to investigate the 

immanent structures of games that shape the process of meaning 

making. The paper starts with a discussion about the importance of 

interpretation in play. In the second part, a model is suggested that il-

lustrates the several layers of a game, which can contain information 
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and textual cues. These theoretical considerations are concluded by 

the discussion of three examples: ZOTTEL RETTET DIE SCHWEIZ, 

GLOBAL CONFLICT: PALESTINE, and PEACEMAKER. In this ar-

ticle, the player is sometimes referred to as male (his actions, his 

interpretations) this is done to simplify matters and shall in no way 

exclude female players from consideration.

 
Making Meaning out of Games
How do players make meaning out of games? The ludologist Markku 

Eskelinen (2001) claims that games, while played, are only interpret-

ed in face of their rules. He points out that the dominant user func-

tion in games is a configurative one. However, in order to perform 

a meaningful configuration, the player needs to interpret the state 

of the game. In his words: “in games we have to interpret in order 

to be able to configure” (Eskelinen 2004:38). Against his intentions, 

Eskelinen states that interpretation is of the utmost importance for 

play. From a semiotic point of view, interpretation is a general ac-

tivity of meaning making, which enables human beings to orient 

themselves within the world; to act, and to make sense out of their 

experiences. Interpretation is directed at signs and systems of signs, 

which are representations, as they refer to meaningful mental con-

cepts. The constructionist approach in literary and semiotic theory 

claims that the meaning of any text is not transmitted, but actively 

constructed by the reader (Hall 1997). Hence, the meaning of an art-

work only manifests itself during reception (Eco 1989). This process 

is not arbitrary, but pre-structured by cues within the text. Therefore, 

the individual experience of a text, a novel, or a film is not identical 

with the material text it is based on. Meaning can only arise through 

reception. The cognitive film-theorist David Bordwell describes the 

interplay between a film and the spectator:
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[T]he film offers structures of information […] to encourage the 

spectator to execute story constructing activities. The film 

presents cues, patterns, and gaps that shape the viewer’s ap-

plication of schemata and the testing of hypothesises (Bordwell 

1985:33).

Bordwells thoughts apply not only to narrative films, but also to the 

player’s interpretative activities in video games. Britta Neitzel (2005) 

pointed out that the player observes the represented actions of the 

video game and matches this information with existing schemata 

about stories in order to orient further actions towards a horizon of 

meaning. Instead of guiding a viewing experience by constructing 

hypothesis about the story’s development, the player constructs 

strategies, concerning future moves. There are several other mental 

concepts and schemata the player can refer to in order to interpret 

the game in a way that enables meaningful action. The player brings 

into the game a huge amount of knowledge, often pre-conscious. In 

a story-driven game, this knowledge might encompass expectations 

about the reactions of characters, based on experiences in real life, 

films, or books. In a shooter, it might be the knowledge about grav-

ity, physics, and shotguns. Schemata are mental concepts that are 

pre-consciously used in order to complete incomplete information. 

For example, many role playing games do not actually explain rather 

obscure concepts, like karma, elves, and orcs. It is assumed that the 

players will refer to established schemata in their heads, shaped by 

endless fantasy games and profound knowledge about Tolkin.

 The interpretative activity of the player can only be directed at 

the games representations, the rule system of the game is imper-

ceptible. Without being represented, rules are as invisible as pure 

syntax without any semantics. Everything the player knows about 

the game, he knows by interpreting the representations. He can 

abstract general rules from specific experiences, but is still depen-
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dent on what he observes on the screen. He can make conclusions, 

learning from experimentations, but he can only reflect on what he 

perceives as represented feedback. In consequence, there are two 

sources of information the player can draw on: the representations of 

the game and existing knowledge. But representations incorporate 

more than just rules. They offer a fictional game world (Aarseth 2003) 

that changes the experience of the player (Juul 2005, Bogost 2007). 

More importantly, there are no neutral representations, as long as 

not totally abstract. The majority of games make use of very concrete 

representations that refer to established mental concepts about con-

flicts, enemies, monsters, and love – schemata which can be easily 

put to use by most players in order to effortlessly construct a smooth 

interpretation about what is going on in the game.

 Therefore, the semiotic system of a game is in no way superficial or 

coincidental, as Espen Aarseth (2004) claimed and Jesper Juul (1998) 

once argued. Juul (2005) revised this statement later and described 

games as both rules and fiction. This consideration goes along with 

theoretical thoughts by Britta Neitzel (2005) and Claus Pias (2002). 

Games seem to be a Janus headed medium with a double nature. 

They are formal rule systems as well as representational systems. 

Both systems are equally necessary to enable play.

 If the interpretation of the representations allows the player to take 

meaningful action in the game, one question arises: What is mean-

ingful play? Katie Salen and Eric Zimmerman describe the creation of 

meaningful play as the holy grail of game design:

Meaningful play occurs when the relationships between actions 

and outcomes in a game are both discernable and integrated into 

the larger context of the game. Creating meaningful play is the 

goal of successful game design (Salen/Zimmerman 2004:34).

According to this definition, the experience of a perceivable feedback 

enables the player to ascribe meaning to actions. The consequences 
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of the player’s actions have to be significant for the whole system 

of the game to be integrated within a larger context. It is important 

to point out that this conception of meaning is not identical with 

meaning as used in literary interpretations. The possible meaning of 

TETRIS (1985), in the (in)famous interpretation by Janet H. Murray, is 

a metaphorical one (Murray 1997). In contrast, the meaning given by 

Salen and Zimmerman is only related to the game itself.

 It can be summarized that the player interprets the representa-

tions of the game in order to configure the rule system in a way that 

enables him to experience meaningful play. He is cued in his inter-

pretations by the game’s representations, but needs to flesh out the 

perceived information with existing knowledge, clustered in cogni-

tive schemata. In this line of thought, the interpretation of the player 

is functional. But is it possible to denote a functional meaning to a 

sign without stirring up connotations? As the examples will show, 

the two kinds of meaning are not as separated as it seems.
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The Layers of a Game
If a game contains cues which the player uses in order to construct 

meaning – can these cues be located more specifically? In reference 

to the concept of game rhetorics by Gonzalo Frasca (2003), it is pos-

sible to describe a game as an entity with several layers.

Fig. 1: Game Onion inspired by Gonzalo Frasca (2003)

 

In this Game Onion, the circles represent the layers of the game, 

which can contain information to cue the player. Frasca identified 

four layers in games: The layer of representation, the behavior rules, 

the goal rules, and the meta-rules. The meta-rules define the possi-
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bilities to change the other layers. For the purpose of this paper, this 

layer shall be ignored, as it is only crucial for games that allow the 

player to act as an emergent author (Pearce 2004). Furthermore, the 

model is expanded by the layer of paratext and the category of repre-

sentation is diversified into dynamic and static representations.

 At the core of the Game Onion are the behavior rules. They define 

what the player can and can not do within the game. These rules 

are based on models that do not simulate reality, but realize mental 

concepts of reality. A simulative model can describe aerodynamics or 

an economic system, but it is always based on assumptions. Hence, 

the behavior rules are expressions of subjective or inter-subjective 

interpretations. Simulative models are procedural materializations 

of concepts of truth, positioned within specific historical contexts 

(Hall 1997) and discoursive formations (Foucault 1972). Simulations 

are always interpretations. However, for a game to be a game, there 

needs to be a goal for the player to achieve and obstacles to over-

come, resulting in dramatic conflict. According to Frasca, these as-

pects are defined by the game’s goal rules. They define a winning 

scenario and stage a state of the game as preferable and others as 

not. For this reason, goal rules are highly ideological. The layer of 

dynamic representation builds the third ring of the game-onion, it 

includes all representations that are directly connected to the rule 

system, and basically everything the player can interact with. As ex-

plicated, these representations have a functional dimension, as they 

allow interaction, but they cannot be reduced to this function. Obvi-

ously it makes a difference if an enemy is represented as a monster 

or a child. Dynamic representations are necessary for a game to be 

playable, but many video games contain a lot of cut-scenes and texts 

that are not essential for the gameplay. Hence, there are two layers of 

representation, a dynamic one; representing the rules and the state 

of the game, and an additional one; enriching and commenting the 

playing experience. This layer can be called static representation, as 
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the player is not able to interact with it. It includes everything that 

is represented within the game, but not playable, as written texts or 

video sequences. Every game needs a layer of dynamic representa-

tion, but not every game needs a layer of additional static representa-

tion. A simple arcade game, like SPACE INVADERS (1978), has dy-

namic representations, but nearly no additional static ones. It is easy 

to imagine a Space Invaders Deluxe version, augmented with spec-

tacular cut-scenes, narrating the heroic battle of mankind against 

the overwhelming forces from outer space. This hypothetical framing 

could enrich the playing experience, but it is definitely not necessary 

to watch these videos to be a successful player. SPACE INVADERS 

is an example of a game where all necessary information is situated 

within the dynamic representations. However, more complex video 

games often use static representations, like cut-scenes, to offer rel-

evant information.

 Every textual element that cues the player, but is not part of the 

game itself, can be described as paratext. This category encom-

passes the manual, the advertising, walkthroughs, and hint books. 

Especially early games, like the famous Infocom adventures, made 

good use of paratextual elements, which offered background story 

and sometimes hints for puzzles. Moreover, it is obvious that the ex-

pectations of the player (and therefore the playing style) are heavily 

shaped by promises and claims, made in ads and on the packaging 

of the game.

 In most cases, all relevant information is located in some layer 

within the game. However, some games have rule systems that force 

the player to refer to existing knowledge, e.g. quiz games. They are 

special in that they implement solutions within their rules, which 

the player has to reconstruct. Confronted with a puzzle, the player 

needs information to find a solution. This information can be located 

within the dynamic or static representations, the paratext or outside 

the game. If the information cannot be found in the game, the player 
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needs to activate existing knowledge. In doing so, he establishes a 

link between in-game experience and concepts of reality. This mech-

anism is well known to all players of quiz games, who gain tremen-

dous, if fragmented, factual knowledge due to play.

 The categories of the Game Onion can be put to use in order to 

investigate the structures of games that shape the interpretation of 

the player. How does a game cue the player in the construction of 

meaning? How can the player use the interpretations in order to in-

teract with the game? Can games cue in such a way that the inter-

pretations feedback on concepts of reality? These questions shall be 

investigated in the discussion of three examples with explicit politi-

cal content.

 
Example 1: Zottel Saves Switzerland
The game ZOTTEL RETTET DIE SCHWEIZ (2007) has been used by 

the right-wing Swiss party SVP to convey political messages dur-

ing their election campaign. The game consisted of four simple flash 

games on a website. The ZOTTEL games became hugely popular 

and spurred an international controversy, due to racist content. Con-

sidering the sweeping press coverage, the games can only be called 

a tremendous success. They went off-line shortly after the end of the 

election campaign. The ZOTTEL games were notable for their struc-

ture: all four games consisted of a quiz game, a simple arcade game, 

and a final written statement, evaluating the player’s performance. 

The arcade part was the actual game, where the player controlled the 

SVP’s mascot, the goat “Zottel.” In one of the games, Zottel was posi-

tioned behind a line, graphically signified as the Swiss border. From 

the left side, oodles of black and white sheep stormed the screen. The 

player’s task was to kick out the black sheep before they could cross 

the border, while ignoring the white ones. From time to time, a bus, 

designated as property of the green party and filled with four sheep 

at once, drove from the left to the right side – again the player had 
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to kick it out. The game ended after a certain amount of black sheep 

crossed the border. The player’s goal was to stay in the game as long 

as possible.

 The behavior and goal rules of the game were a variation on ar-

cade classics. Because of their familiarity, they were very accessible. 

Everyone could play ZOTTEL. The dynamic representations linked 

the game with an established discourse in Switzerland during that 

time. The picture of black sheep, invading Switzerland, defended by 

a goat, might be ambiguous. However, the visual metaphors of the 

goat Zottel, representing the SVP, and the black sheep; standing for 

criminal foreigners, were well established through ads and posters. 

In order to ascribe a political meaning to the game, the player, there-

fore, had to refer to paratextual information and existing knowledge. 

The text at the end of the game evaluated the playing and called to 

vote the SVP. This static representation clearly tied back the playing 

experience to real life politics and cued the player to connect it with a 

political discourse. Moreover, an opening screen, presenting a short 

quiz with just one question, preceded the game. In the case of this 

example, the question was: “How big was the percentage of rapes 

committed by foreigners in 2005?” The player had three different 

answers to choose from, the game started only if he chose the “cor-

rect” one, allegedly 80.5%. The quiz forced the player to resort to prior 

knowledge of the social and political situation in Switzerland. More-

over, it coerced him to subdue to the rules of a right wing discourse, 

exploiting his eagerness to play. Additionally, it framed the following 

game, offering a context, connotating the black sheep as potential 

rapists, and by that charging the experience of play in an emotion-

al way. The quiz offered background information, not necessary for 

successful playing, but pre-structuring the player’s interpretation. It 

does not help the player to interpret the symbol of the black sheep in 

such a way. The functional meaning of the sheep within the game is 

independent from its metaphorical meaning. Therefore, in ZOTTEL, 
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there are two kinds of meaning at work. This serves the purpose of 

the game, as it is programmed to be as accessible as possible. Nearly 

no preexisting knowledge is necessary to play the arcade game, but 

it is impossible to overlook the political messages. The game simply 

works as a viral marketing tool.

 
Example 2: GLOBAL CONFLICT: PALESTINE
GLOBAL CONFLICT: PALESTINE (2007) is a game about the Middle 

East Conflict, which puts the player in the role of a journalist, who 

tries to gather information and to sell compelling stories. The texts 

on the packaging and the website describe the game as a “new ap-

proach to games, moving them beyond entertainment.” Moreover, 

the website offers learning materials for teachers. On a paratextual 

level, the game is clearly framed as well as researched, realistic, and 

authentic. GCP resembles a role-playing game: The player is quite 

free in his movements and has to accomplish tasks for characters. 

However, there is no fighting; the main activity is to talk to infor-

mants, and to collect statements. While doing this, he has to take 

care not to annoy his interviewees. Their attitude towards the player 

is represented through a mark on a colored bar, ranging from red to 

green. During the dialogue, the player has to choose between several 

written sentences, resulting in more dialogue options. The particu-

larity of the game is that the player can use his knowledge of the 

Middle East conflict for successful playing. In order not to anger a 

Palestinian or Israeli, he has to put himself in the others’ place. To do 

this, the player can resort to existing mental concepts.

 Additionally, the game offers lots of potential sources of informa-

tion, e.g. virtual experts, like a university professor, who functions as 

a marker of authenticity. To successfully play GLOBAL CONFLICT: 

PALESTINE, the player has to make complex interpretations of spe-

cific narrative situations, based on information offered by the game’s 

dynamic and static representations; complemented by existing 
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knowledge. The common game mechanism of a dialogue menu has 

much in common with a quiz game, as it encourages the player to 

use knowledge to choose the strategically best option. On the layer of 

behavior rules, the options of the dialogue menu are simply defined 

by their attributes: some will move the relationship-bar to the friendly 

side, others to the hostile one. The goal rules evaluate the different 

options, pressing the player to make conscious decisions. But only 

the specific kind of representation (natural dialogue, referring to real-

istic situations) and the paratextual embedding relate the experience 

of the game to reality.

 
Example 3: PEACEMAKER
PEACEMAKER (2007) is a turn-based, political strategy game. It is 

clearly inspired by classics, like Jim Caspirini’s HIDDEN AGENDA 

(1988). The player takes on the role of the Israeli or Palestinian leader 

and has to make political, diplomatic, and military decisions in order 

to reach a peaceful solution to the Middle East Conflict. At its core, 

PEACEMAKER is a simulation of the interdependent relationships 

between the political actors in the conflict. Its behavior rules define 

the reactions of these actors to the player’s moves. In the role of the 

Palestinian leader, a hopeful speech about the peace process might 

please the Israeli public and the United Nations, but anger the radi-

cal Hamas party and maybe even the Palestinian public. Each of the 

player’s actions has multiple and complex consequences, creating 

a challenging task of balancing the diverse interests. The behavior 

rules define a limited set of actors and grasp their agendas in numeri-

cal values. By doing so, the rules reduce the real world’s complex-

ity. For example, the conflict with Lebanon is spared, the Arabian 

states are merged into one actor, and the whole religious problem is 

reduced to just a few textual references. The Islamist ideology of the 

Hamas and its anti-Semitism are left out – most likely due to the fact 

that these irrational elements are nearly impossible to put in numeri-

cal values.
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 Furthermore, the possible actions of the player are defined. He 

can select between a wide range of diplomatic, military, or economic 

choices; but it is impossible to choose not to act. These actions have 

consequences on the states of the political actors, whose interdepen-

dencies make it impossible to predict the outcome. Consequently, 

the playing experience is rather indirect. PEACEMAKER’s goal rules 

define a single winning scenario: The two state solution. In doing 

that, the game renders some of the simulated actors as opponents; 

especially the Hamas and the Jewish settlers. The goal rules channel 

the player’s actions in a predefined direction and produce dramatic 

conflict. The achievement of the goal is dependent on the state of 

a double high score, representing the Israeli and Palestinian, or the 

national and the world’s approval.

 The rules of PEACEMAKER create a simulation of a conflict, 

staged as dramatic game. However, it is the layers of representation 

that encourage the player to relate the experience to reality. If ab-

stracted from their representations, the rules of PEACEMAKER could 

easily be put in a new skin. The only thing necessary is to change 

the names of the actors, the texts, the look of the map, and the cut-

scenes. The exact same behavior and goal rules would fit in a game 

about a conflict between dwarves and elves in a fantasy scenario. 

The possible political meanings of PEACEMAKER are results of the 

interplay between its rules and its representations. The game puts 

its abstract rules in a very specific, graphical skin. The omnipres-

ent map of the Middle East region has actually no relevance to the 

rules, as the player is not able to take actions on specific locations; 

its whole purpose is to constantly remind the player that he has to 

solve the well-known Middle East conflict. On the level of static rep-

resentations, PEACEMAKER comments the progress in play through 

photos, written texts, and video sequences. These textual elements 

are non-interactive and not necessary for the actual gameplay. How-

ever, they do have a double function: First, they illustrate the conse-
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quences of the player’s actions in a sensual way, far easier to grasp 

than abstract numerical bars. Secondly, they encourage the player 

to relate the playing experience to his concepts of reality. PEACE-

MAKER incorporates real footage, similar to the pictures in the news. 

In doing so, the game appeals to existing schemata in the player’s 

mind. Remarkably, the cut-scenes do not put the player into the per-

spective of the role he is playing, they do not encourage empathy 

or identification with a certain character. Instead, the perspective 

is distant, echoing a journalistic view. Thus, the game links itself 

to mental concepts about the conflict that the player has acquired 

through the media. During the game the player can draw on several 

sources in order to plan strategic moves. He can read the abstract 

bars, interpret the textual elements, and he brings in existing knowl-

edge to guess the consequences of moves. The game offers a lot of 

optional background information, which the player can read, e.g. by 

clicking on the Hamas’s icon. Most players however will not read 

every text before they start playing. The most likely way to play is 

to draw on the existing knowledge and to complement it, if neces-

sary. Through its representations, and the player’s need for informa-

tion, PEACEMAKER encourages constantly moving back and forth 

between the magic circle and the real world. It seems very likely that 

this experience will shape the understanding of the conflict accord-

ing to the political ideology implemented in the game’s behavior and 

goal rules.

 As the examples demonstrated, the magic circle is not imperme-

able. Games with political agendas need to encourage the player to 

connect virtual experiences to concepts of reality. They can do this 

by cues within their layers of representation and paratextual fram-

ing. In games like ZOTTEL, this level of meaning is unnecessary for 

the actual play; the game is just a carrier for a relatively coincidental 

message. However, PEACEMAKER and GLOBAL CONFLICT: PAL-

ESTINE encourage the player to use existing knowledge for interpre-
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tations. Therefore the player can test assumptions about the conflict. 

These games work like a virtual laboratory in which the player can try 

out strategies and learn. In order to accept the virtual experiences as 

relevant, the player has to accept the game as realistic. Both games 

offer a lot of paratextual and representational cues in order to back up 

this assumption.
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